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This chart shows the most common time blocks for administering medications
commonly used by pediatric hospital patients. An Oct. 1, 2019, study in PNAS
led by Cincinnati Children's, reveals that dose timing may not always match ideal
dosing times for patients. Credit: Cincinnati Children's

Too many hospitals provide medications according to the practicalities
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of their staffing schedules rather than the ideal dosing times for their
patients, according to a new study led by experts at Cincinnati
Children's.

The study, published Oct. 1, 2019, in PNAS, was led by David Smith,
MD, Ph.D., Divisions of Pediatric Otolaryngology and Pulmonary
Medicine; Marc Ruben, Ph.D.; and John Hogenesch, Ph.D., Co-Director,
Center for Circadian Medicine at Cincinnati Children's.

The study examined the daily distribution of approximately 500,000
doses of 12 drugs in 1,486 inpatients at a major U.S. children's hospital.

"For every drug, order times were time-of-day-dependent, with morning-
time surges and overnight lulls. These rhythms corresponded to shift
changes and rounding times," the co-authors state.

However, these time peaks do not always match when patients need
medications the most, be it to relieve pain, control blood pressure, or
battle infections.

For example, the study found a day shift-driven rhythmic order for
morphine, acetaminophen and other pain medications, which raises
questions about whether night-time pain goes undertreated. Meanwhile,
some corticosteroids are administered in the evening, which can lead to
insomnia and overnight hunger.

Smith and Hogenesch say their team is working with other doctors and
nurses at Cincinnati Children's to adjust drug administration protocols
where warranted. They also are reminding caregivers to conduct night-
time check-ins with patients at highest risk of experiencing pain.

"There is great potential here to align what we know about drug timing
from the last 60 years of research and implement this knowledge in
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hospitals," Smith says. "There are immediately actionable steps."

The pilot work happening at Cincinnati Children's represents some of
the early steps in a growing recognition of how circadian rhythms (our
set of internal body clocks) can influence the outcomes of medical care.

"The most exciting aspect of these findings is the opportunity to conduct
larger-scale studies of dosing times and how drugs work," Hogenesch
says.

  More information: "A large-scale study reveals 24-h operational
rhythms in hospital treatment," by Marc D. Ruben et al. PNAS (2019). 
DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1909557116 , 
www.pnas.org/content/early/2019/09/30/1909557116
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